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Travel leads to learning about and understanding other cultures firsthand,
breeding a tolerance for other beliefs and societies, broadening minds and
perspectives of the world in which we live. Creating and nurturing a successful
overseas touring ethos at your school builds an important pillar to foster global
citizenship in your students. Learn to identify and overcome the challenges
facing school boards and principals regarding international school travel.

Student Horizons Managing Director Jamie Wansey, has extensive experience in international
student group travel. For more than a decade, Jamie has proudly organised hundreds of successful school
sport, music and educational tours. Cultivating an unrivalled global network of reliable educational travel
providers, he has helped inspire thousands of individuals in all sorts of international destinations.
Staunchly committed to safety, Jamie will share his insight on travel safety with particular reference to
boys’ engagement in risk and the relationship between safety and being a responsible global citizen.
Join his workshop and learn more about how creating and nurturing a successful overseas touring
ethos at your school builds an important pillar to foster global citizenship in your students.
During the workshop, Jamie will explain how experiential learning through travel matters; encouraging
global awareness and internationalising a student. He explains how travel during these formative years
helps shapes life choices and values. Jamie is an avid believer that travel not only supports the
preservation of cultures and traditions but, by equipping students with knowledge of other countries and
their cultures, believes it gives students a strong sense of global interconnectedness.
He will share his company’s staff ‘internal values’, his view on tolerance and its relationship to travel,
the student and global connectedness. His workshop will get you thinking about the relationships between
travel preparation and in particular, safety, and the role it plays in building a great young global citizen in
today’s fast moving global society.
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Former Headmaster Jonathan Wansey’s career in education spans over 40 years covering secondary
and junior school across mainstream and special education. Jonathan has held a number of Headships and
prior to his recent retirement, he had just completed 15 years as Headmaster of Crosfields School, a leading
co-educational preparatory school in the United Kingdom. He is currently a respected advisor to Student
Horizons, providing valuable direction for the company from an education perspective.
During the workshop, Jonathan will explain how being a good global citizen begins at school,
particularly during a child’s formative years and the important role travel plays in international
connectedness. He expands on Jamie’s belief that travel and physical exploration helps shape young
people’s life choices and values. Whether a fantastic experience or more challenging, these experiences are
life changing; creating memories that last a lifetime, all of which play an intricate part in shaping young
minds.
Throughout Jonathan’s career he has recognised a continuous pattern; the important role that active
learning plays in education, in particular a boys’ education and its contribution in developing a wellrounded global citizen under a more pressurised classroom based academic curriculum. Jonathan will have
you convinced that taking the classroom to the world and encouraging active learning through physical
exploration is a must for ensuring today’s generation develops a deep understanding and tolerance for
today’s ever changing world.
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